SCHOOLS RESOURCE

Amplifying
Young
Voices
Through
the Arts

How can we give young people a platform
to inspire change? How can we enable the
future generation to have a voice? How
can we support young people in a postpandemic Wiltshire?

As part of our youth-led SHIFT programme,
Wiltshire Creative have launched Off Your Chest,
a project designed to give young people the
ability to share things that are on their mind,
and provide a platform for their ideas and voices
to be heard by the wider community. The
project combines virtual, digital and physical
elements,
including
live
workshops,
performances and an exhibition.

Teachers and Educators,
Thank you for taking an interest in Off Your
Chest, and for encouraging your students to
engage with our SHIFT programme.
This resource is designed so that you can select
particular exercises that would suit your class
and the time you have with them. Feel free to
pick and mix the activities as you wish. We just
ask that you always end on Task 4.

Artists will turn students' responses into artwork
that may appear around Salisbury in May and
June. This could be as posters around the city and
in shops, at Salisbury Arts Centre and projected
onto buildings at night. Their responses will also
be turned into theatre, film and other pieces of
performance art.

Code of Conduct (5 mins)
Explain to your students that during this
session, they are invited to talk about their
own opinions, ideas and thoughts on a
host of issues. In order to create a safe
space for everyone to feel comfortable
sharing, they need to agree on guidelines
that they apply thourghtout the session.
Together as a group, come up with a set of
rules or responsibilities that you pledge to
carry out through the session. This should
be quick, write up up on the board for
everyone to see.
Encourage students to use this session as
a tool to think about what they care about
and what they want to say. Don’t be afraid
to ask questions or challenge them.

Task 1: Agree or Disagree (20 mins)
Yes, we are getting up and moving about!
One side of the classroom is labelled "agree" and
the other "disagree". If you can’t do this a simple
thumb up or down would also work.
Read the statements one by one and ask the
group to move to the side of the room that
reflects their opinion. Encourage the class to
discuss their differing reasons for their decisions.
*They should be conscious of adhering to the code
of conduct they just wrote together.
Statements:
a. Marmite is delicious.
b. Dogs are better than cats.
c. Pineapple belongs on pizza.
d. It would be great if humans didn’t need to sleep.
e. The future is bright.
f. Young people's voices are heard.
g. Young people can make a difference.
h. Art can be a stimulus for change.
i . Society will never change.
j. Only people in power can make change.

Task 2: Graffiti Wall (15 mins)
Hang two large sheets of paper on the wall or
write on the whiteboard. Entitle one: "If I Could
Change One Thing" and the other "The
Difference I Made".
Prompt the group to imagine that they were
able to change one thing to make the world a
better place. Instruct them to write that one
thing on the "If I Could Change One Thing"
wall.
Next ask them to imagine their change had
been made. Instruct the group to write on "The
Difference I Made" sheet, explaining how their
change made a difference in the world.
Invite the group to discuss the exercise.
Pose questions such as:
Do you have to have money to make a
difference?

Task 3: Freewriting - Imagine
a world where…. (10 mins)
Set a timer and ask the class to write for 3
minutes. Starting with: "Imagine a world where….."
They should write whatever comes into their
mind, and keep writing and not let their pen leave
the paper until they have filled the time.
After the 3 mins, they should share what they
have written with the person next to them and
discuss if their are similarities or differences.
Then after another 3 mins ask a few pairs to share
what they have discussed.

For those who might find writing for a length of
time challenging, encourage them to write
words, draw pictures or voice record: "Imagine a
world where..."

Task 4: Postcards (10 mins)
Use the postcards that accompany this resource.
Ask the students to spend 10 minutes reflecting
on everything they have spoken about in the
session and consider the following questions.
They can choose to answer one, or tackle as
many as they like:
What motivates you to get up in the morning?
What do you want to get off your chest?
How do you feel about the future?
What do you want to change?
How can the arts make a difference?
There is also space to write a positive message
for another young person.

Once completed, pop your cards in Postie or
send them to us at Salisbury Playhouse.
The questions can also be
answered online at:
https://www.off-your-chest.co.uk/

SHIFTHAPPENS
Come visit the SHIFT HUB at Salisbury Arts
Centre from 25th May - 3rd July 2021 to see
your work and much more!

@youngwiltscreative
Wiltshire Creative
@wiltshirecreativeofficial
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www.wiltshirecreative.co.uk

